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0. Intro

Being more self-aware about mental, as well as physical, health is a big
part of telling if a new medication is doing its job, or if a recent lifestyle
change is affecting your day-to-day mood.
Mango Health’s “How Are You Feeling?” feature provides a basic way to
record mood and thoughts over time, intending to help patients think
about if a medication is working the way it’s supposed to, or if a diet
change has had any effects on the way you feel.
The following design exercise is an exploration of how to design the
“How Are You Feeling?” as a better tool for understanding how
medications and lifestyle changes affect our overall wellbeing.
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1. Analysis and goals

The original mood tracking feature starts by letting the user select one of 5
moods on the home page (Sick, Bad, So-So, Good, Awesome), then sending
them to the Mood screen, where they can choose to add a note to elaborate.
Previous moods are displayed in list form, and clicking moods with notes
opens a popup with their notes.

The existing mood feature gives a straightforward way to log your mood and
more details. However, it can be difficult to really understand your mood over
time and over a variety of factors from a list-based visualization.

Overall Redesign Goals
1. Rethink the mood logging process
What’s the best way to quantify mood? How can we account for nuances in
mood while maintaining a simple way to record mood quickly?
2. Rethink the mood reflection process
How can we let users understand trends in mood over time?
How can we understand mood in relation to significant lifestyle changes?
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2. Mood Logging

Quantifying Mood
Looking at its original mood spectrum, I decided to change mood options to a
5-point scale ranging from Awful to Great. I felt that the original scale from
Sick to Awesome didn’t consolidate cases where users could feel bad
physically, but better mentally (and vice versa). Converting it to a scale of
overall wellbeing would also be more sensible for analytics.

I associated a color with each mood, making a
nod to the various colors in their Mango logo.

Nuanced symptoms
I decided to move the
functionality of the “Sick”
mood into a feature to
track symptoms in a more
detailed way. The mood
screen I designed would
allow the user to add more
notes or symptoms if they
wished, providing spaces
for notetaking and
selecting symptoms.
Symptoms users
experienced in the past
would be available for easy
access.

I wanted to allow the user to only enter notes/symptoms if
they wanted to - selecting the mood on the home page
would automatically add it as a new entry.
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3. Mood Logging - Task Flow

They are greeted with the mood
page, and have the option to
add more details.

A user enters taps their
mood on the app’s home
screen.

To add more details on how they
feel, users can write a note and/
or select symptoms, by either
checking ones they’ve
experienced before, or searching
for new ones.

The main mood page
updates with their details.
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4. Mood reflection over time

Analyzing mood over time
The original feature only displayed previous moods in a linear list - while
keeping a list form could be helpful, users could really benefit from data
visualizations, like charts, line-plots, etc, to assess trends in their mood over
time.

The line chart would be an interactive, scrollable visualization. Tapping on a data will bring up details of that
specific mood entry. The UI color scheme would also be coordinated with the specific mood.

Clicking on “View All” would bring
up a chronological list of moods. To
help sort through all the data and
find a particular date, it could
feature a way to sort through
particular dates for easier
navigation.
I also thought about a calendar-style
overview of moods.
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5. Mood reflection over lifestyle changes

Analyzing mood in relation to lifestyle
Another key feature of the mood screen is that it lists “Important Events” these can be any type of lifestyle change/time frames that could be interesting
to analyze, such as starting/ending a medication, menstrual cycles, or starting
a new diet. Events related to medication would be loaded from the app itself,
and users can input any other lifestyle change.

A setting icon
can give users
the ability to view
analytics over any
time range.

Users first tap on one of their
important events, which takes them
to a page of analytics related to
that event.

Various ways of
analyzing their
mood could be
available, such as
overall trends,
averages, and
distributions.

Symptoms over
the time period
would be
aggregated as
well.
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6. Concluding thoughts

Reflecting back, I think that choosing to redesign Mango Health’s “How Are
You Feeling” feature posed a lot of rich challenges, in both visual design and
interaction. I think there’s tons more I could do in terms of fleshing out more
of the analytical features, and doing a deeper dive into choosing the most
effective forms of data representation. A crucial aspect of Mango Health is its
gamification of the process of taking pills, so another extension could explore
how mood tracking could be gamified as well.
I hope that these designs provide a conceptual starting point for how
analytics can be better used to help understsand our wellbeing in a way that
promotes taking action in the real world.

For more work, please visit

jackieliu.me

